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Service request mechanisms in distributed systems have developed from a connection-
based paradigm, in which users specify services by naming the hardware by which the service is
to be rendered. Implicit in this form of naming is the specification of the characteristics of the
desired service. In other words, names of physical devices have been overloaded with the
specification of type of service that the hardware offers. This overloading is undesirable, because
it forces users to be aware of the implicit connection between hardware name and type of service.
and because it binds services to particular hardware very early in the service execution process.
We present an example of connection-based overloading (based on the 4.2BSD UNIX printer
queue utilities Ipr,lpq, and Iprm). and propose a service-oriented naming mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
Watson [Wat83] defines a name as "a string of symbols, usually bits or characters, used to
designate or refer lO an object" In the same paper, Watson argues that a naming mechanism is a
layered hierarchy, in which each layer maps names from higher layers into names supported by
lower layers of the hierarchy. Par example, a disk file naming system such as incorporated in
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UNIXt [Ri174] translates a character string into a file index in one level. the file index into a
sequence of disk blocks at a lower level, and disk block numbers into track and sector indices at
yet a lower level. From this analysis, we derive the
Principle of Infonnation Hiding: Each layer of a naming mechanism should hide more
details of the implementation.
Shoch [Sho78] observes that many naming systems, especially in distributed computing
systems, can be decomposed into three layers:
The name of a resOUIre indicates what we seek,
an address indicates where it is. and
a route tells us how to get there.
Why does this particular pattern emerge? In a well-designed naming system, successive layers of
the mechanism follow the Principle of Information Hiding. From the previous disk file naming
example, the naming mechanism successively hides the track and sector indices, the disk block
numbers and the file index, presenting the user with a convenient character-string based interface.
Shoch's taxonomy, then, gives both the fundamental information required to identify an object in
a distributed system, and the way in which many naming systems hide the details of the naming
mechanism. We generalize Shoch's model with the
Principle of Specification: The user should specify what to do, not how (or where) to
do it.
Let us review Shoch's model in light of our two principles. We note that the goal (what to
do) of a naming mechanism is to identify or access a particular object. Successive layers of
Shoch's mechanism, then. follow the Principle of Information Hiding; each layer hides more of
the details of the identification process from the user. The highest layer of Shoch's mechanism
follows our Principle of Specification; the input to this highest layer is a name specifying what
object to access, rather than an address or a route, which specify how to access it
t UNIX is a IIademark of Bell Laboratories.
•
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NAMING IN DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
The advent of distributed systems has made the naming of objects more difficult Distri-
buted naming systems must support a greater variety of objects than non-distributed systems.
There may be duplicated or redundant objects which must be differentiated. The location names
for addressable objects increase from one to many, so that the location of an object must be expli-
citly included in the object's name. For example, a distributed file naming mechanism must be
able to select a specific file server, where the CPU and file system are chosen implicitly by the
naming mechanism in a non-disbibuted system. In Shoch's terms, the address ("where the
object is") and route ("how to get to it") are implicit in a non-distributed system (since there is
only one location), but must be given explicitly in a disttibuted system. Our two principles can
be applied to the specific case of naming in distributed systems to formulate the
Principle of Transparency: Naming in distributed systems should be site-independent.
Many distributed systems provide only a low level naming mechanism that hides few of the
details of the distributed system from the user. The problems encountered. in distributed naming
are left to the user, who must revert to identifying where an object exists, or how to perform a ser-
vice. This paper addresses abstract naming in distributed systems; in particular, the naming of
services and an approach to providing to the user a higher-level naming interface that follows our
principles of naming mechanism design.
SERVICE NAMING MECHANISMS
Service naming mechanisms in distributed systems have developed from a connection-
based paradigm, in which users specify services by naming the hardware with which the service
is to be rendered and the network connections used to access that hardware. Implicit in this form
of naming is the specification of the characteristics of the desired service. In other words, names
of physical devices have been overloaded because they refer to both the physical hardware as
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well as the type of service that the hardware offers. Overloading of device names with service
specification forces users to be cognizant of the implicit connections between hardware name and
type of service. Additionally, choosing a service by specifying hardware forces the system to
deduce the <hardware, type ofservice> binding earlier than is necessary.
At the lowest levels of naming, connection-based naming is necessary to control specific
hardware. Network servers need connection-based naming to select individual objects from col-
lections of identical objects. In the Shoch model, connection-based naming corresponds to the
address/route layers of the naming mechanism.
Users of distributed systems, however, need a service-oriented naming paradigm, in which
the user can take advantage of a variety of (possibly replicated) hardware. Rather than requesting
particular hardware, the user should specify a type of service. The system interprets this service
request and binds to specific hardware as appropriate at execution time. The result is naming by
service, not by object (hardware). It is the responsibility of the servers to provide the service-
oriented abstraction, and convert high-level service requests into low-level device names.
Service-based naming follows the Principle of Specification, allowing the user to specify what is
to be done, leaving to the server the details ofhow to do it.
AN EXAMPLE OF CONNECTION-BASED NAMING
This section gives an example of naming that will clarify the distinction between service-
oriented and connection-based names. Our example is based on an output service, controlling
access to printing resources in a distributed system. An output service can be composed, for
instance, of a collection of utility programs or supplied by an output server process. The
hardware controlled by the output service includes a number of printers accessible across the net-
work. Each of the printers is known by an identifier, which can be used to uniquely select a
specific printer.
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The devices controlled by an output seIVice have a number of orthogonal characteristics,
such as:
Bit-mapped YS. character output
Expected time to service
(a function of queue length and device speed)
Resolution of output
Color vs. monochrome output
Selection of fonts
Physical location (e.g. building, room within building)
A user submitting a request to an output service wants to select specific characteristics. The bind~
ing performed by the output service of service to device is determined by the user-specified
characteristics.
The printer queue maintenance facilities provided by the 4.2BSD version [4.2BSD} of the
UNIX operating system constiOJte an output service facility. Several commands (Ipr, Ipq and
Ipnn) comprise the user interface to the output service. The system's user interface follows a
connection-based paradigm. in which the user nam~ specific printer at the time a sen.ti'ccee _
request is submitted. The selection of printer by name then implies the characteristics of the
resulting output.
Names for printers may be chosen at the discretion of the system administrator, and need
not have any connection to the characteristics or type of service provided by that printer. The
user is required to remember the connections between printer names and characteristics. Typi-
cally, sites follow one of several naming conventions, such as names chosen at modom (A. B, C),
or names based on the hardware vendor (versatec, diablo), or names that imply some characteris-
tics of the hardware (Iineprinterl, laser2).
In contrast with the 4.2BSD output service, a service-based naming mechanism allows the
user to request services by requesting that certain printer characteristics. This request could, for
instance, take the fonn of a database queI)'. Again, from the printer example, if we had a draft of
a paper using equatioIUi and tables that we'd like to have printed on a nearby printer, we might
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specify "biHnapped output, low resolution, default fODt, printer in this building." For a long
program listing we might specify' 'character output, high-speed, printer in this building." Simi-
lady, for a short program listing we might specify "high-speed, printer on this floor." Notice
that the request for services need not completely specify every characteristic~ the server may
interpret unspecified characteristics as a wild-card, and select the printer that meets the requested
characteristics and is otherwise judged optimal. FurthennoIe, the quel}' might ask the system to
optimize some characteristics over others (e.g. minimize time to service at the expense of qual-
ity).
However, a database query-like mechanism is cumbersome and overly complex for many
service requests. In the spirit of OUf Principle of Information Hiding, a service selection mechan-
ism should choose a reasonable set of defaults for the naive user. while providing the sophisti-
cated user the flexibility to configure his environment as desired. There should be provision for
the user to choose an individual set of defaults (that may be easily overridden for specific service





Chosen by the system administrator
Chosen by the user, which override the system defaults and
that stay in effect until changed or the end of a session
Service characteristics specified with the service request that override
all other defaults, and that apply only to the particular request
In 4.2BSD UNIX, the user interface might be implemented by system defaults stored in a shared
:file (e.g. in fete), by session defaults recorded in shell environment variables, and by characteris-
tics included with the service request command.
Two decision methods can be used to match a user's service request to specific hardware
and intermediate processing. The first method, known as processing-driven destination, exam-
ines the type of processing specified by a service request, and selects the output device that best
matches that service request When using processing-driven destination naming, the user selects
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what is to be done, and the server decides where the service is performed. In contrast,
destination-driven processing selects the details of intermediate processing according to the
requirements of the output device. In other words, the server decides how to service a particular
request based 00 where the service is to be performed.
COMPONENTS OF A SERVICE-BASED NAMING MECHANISM
A service-based naming mechanism includes:
Definition of characteristics of service
Mechanism for user specification of service
Heuristics for satisfaction of service requests
Interrogation of status
Manipulation of service in progress
The user needs to specify the type of service desired. Depending on the nature of the ser-
vice, this specification mechanism might be a simple choice from a fixed number of alternatives,
or a collection of hints and requirements. The user's specification need not bind to specific
hardware, but rather provides information to the server which guides the server's choice.
In a service-based naming environment, the server intelprets the user's specification and
decides how best to satisfy that request The server's heuristic may be quite complicated. A
primer server's heuristic may resolve different requirements in different ways. Some require-
ments, such as bit-mapped output, must be treated as a specific request; Le., the service instance
must be bit-mapped. These requirements can be treated as a binary value; either the output dev-
ice has the required characteristic or it doesn't. Other requirements, such as output resolution,
specify a minimum acceptable characteristic. The characteristics addressing these requirements
can be ordered. and the server can detennine if a particular output device's characteristics are
greater than or equal to the specified requirement For instance, a high-resolution printer might
meet the requirements of a job requesting low-resolution output Finally, some requirements will
be resolved by more complex heuristics. Correctly choosing the "nearest available printer"
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requires that the heuristic know the geography of the installation, from where the job is submitted
and how to compute the distance between printers and the submission point.
Once a service request has been submitted to a server, a mechanism for status interrogation
and manipulation of services in progress must be provided by the server. The user should not be
required to have any knowledge of the underlying service mechanism. The 4.2BSD UNIX printer
queue utilities allow queries about seIVice requests from any machine, but violate the Principle of
Information Hiding by requiring the user to specify the particular queue from which a job is to be
deleted. Further, the Principle of Transparency is violated by only allowing job deletion from the
machine from which the job was submitted.
AN APPROACH TO SERVICE-ORIENTED NAMING
We now present some details of our approach to service-oriented naming mechanisms. We
use two servers as examples in this section. The first is a printer server, designed to control print-
--------;ing--reseurGes. The secenEl--sefYer--is-a typesemng----server,--which---provides-acces"s~t"'ur1Jte"Attt--------
processing/phototypesetting resources such as pic, troft' and high resolution printers. The
typesetting server utilizes the printer server to access the distributed system's printing resources.
The following list summarizes the feawres we have presented as desirable in naming
mechanisms:
• Request by type of service
• Human interface
- Selection of service
- User-configured defaults
- Rational system defaults
- Hiding details ofservice from the user
• Late binding of execution to hardware
Our service-oriented naming system incorporates the following mechanisms to provide the
desired features:
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• Database-query type service requests
• User defaults based on environment variables
• System defaults chosen by system administrator
• Device independence
• Inclusion of existing software under server control
• Binding of command to filters based on device selection
The first feature of the prototype is the request of services by a database query-like mechan-
ism. Services are described by an orthogonal set of characteristics. Specific devices managed by
the server are matched to service requests by a database-query system. Printer resources can be
identified by the following characteristics:
Output Service Resolution Fonts Location
Time
Bit~mapped (queue length, Low Fixed (building, room)
Character device output speed) Medium Variable
High
Consider as an example a network with the following printers:
Printer Output Service Resolution Fonts Location
Time
Symbolics Bit-mapped (Down) Medium Variable (CS.3)
Apple LaserWriter Bit-mapped ominutes High Variable (CS.3)
QMS Lasergrafix Bit-mapped 5 minutes High Variable (CS.3)
Diablo Character ominutes High Fixed (CS,2)
Versatec Bit-mapped 6 minutes Low Variable (CS,3)
Line printer 1 Character ominutes Low Fixed (CS,I)
Line printer 2 Character ominutes Low Fixed (CS.3)
So, our example printer server might choose' 'Line printer I" if a user on the first floor requested
"nearest available printer," and might choose "Apple LaserWriter" if a user requested "high
resolution, bit-mapped."
The choice of defaults is important to the user's perception of the service request mechan-
ism. Our prototype has two types of defaults. FiISt, the prototype provides default choices for
each of the characteristics of a particular service. These system defaults are chosen dynamically
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at the discretion of the server, based on system conditions and policy chosen by the system
manager. The second type of default is user-specific. Each user, through the use of environment
variables, may specify default characteristics which will override the system defaults. The user
may establish these defaults at login time and may change them at any time.
The next feature of OUf prototype is the maintenance of common queues for common
hanlware. We bind a service to particular hardware as late as possible by maintaining device-
independence and by maintaining tasks in a single queue. This mechanism allows the server to
minimize queuing delays and maximize throughput. However, complete device-independence is
not possible, due to device dependencies in some text-processing filters.
A typesetting server using existing text processing software will need to use both the
processing-driven destination and destination-driven processing heuristics to select a specific ser-
vice method. The processing-driven destination method is used to choose the characteristics of
the printer to which the output will be directed. A task requesting pic will require a high-
resolution output device, while a simple trotT job might be sent to a line printer. Of course, the
user may override this selection method and request a specific type of output device. Since the
intermediate filters are not device-independent, the typesetting server must use destination·driven
processing to set up the parameters for the individual servers. For the printers given in the table
above, the text processing filters require the following parameters:
Machine troff eqn tbl nic
QMS Lasergrafix DITrnff eqn-Tpsc tbl pic -Tpsc
Apple LaserWriter DITrnff eqn-Tpsc tbl pic -Tpsc
Symbolics DITrnff eqn tbl pic*
Line Printer nroffl colcn neqn tbl cat
Versatec DITroff eqn tbl pic*
Diablo DITrnff -T450 neqn tbl cat
*No equivalent pic command
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The task requesting pic, if destined for the "Apple LaserWriter," would be serviced by
"pic - Tpsc I DITroff", while a task requesting eqn and the line printer would be serviced by
"neqo I omff] colcrt".
SUMMARY
In this paper, we have made several observations about the nature of naming of services,
and the way in which services are named affects how a server may satisfy service requests. We
have observed that current systems overload the naming of hardware with details of how requests
are to be services, and that current systems are restricted by an early binding of service to
hardware. Analysis of the nature of naming produced several principles to guide the design of
naming mechanisms. and the development of a new technique for naming services by desired
characteristics. We give a prototype design for servers using service-based naming, and expand
this prototype into outlines for the design of a printer server and a typesetting server.
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